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Abstract

The logistic equation that is widely applied for describing liquid production
evolution in oil field is used in the paper. A procedure allowing to determine
logistic model coefficients that enables to calculate controlling parameter, is sug-
gested. Definition of this parameter allows to diagnose scenario, and also to
predict occurance of chaotic phenomena in the system.

Analysis opf operation of different oil fields shows that oil production from the oil
fields is characterized by general exponents inherent to all development technologies.
Observations show that the reservoir development process may be divided into there
stages, independent on the field.

Fig. 1. Dependence of Qo and Ql on time t; 1 and 2 are production rates
of oil Qo and liquid Ql (Ql = Qo + Qw, Qw is production rate of water).

In the first stage (I, fig.1), when there occur drilling-out, construction of field,
putting of wells and oil-field constructions (introduction of development system el-
ements) on production, the oil production increases, and this is stipulated in great
extent by the drilling-out and construction velocity of the field that depends on
operations of drilling and field-construction divisions.

The second stage (II, see fig.1) is characterized by maximal oil production. In
reservoir development designing projects namely maximal oil production, the year
wherein this production was achieved, and also time of the second stage are fre-
quently indicated.

The third stage (III, see fig.1) is characterized by sharp decrease of oil production
and considererable growth of well stream watering (in oil formation flooding)

In the fourth stage (IV, see fig.1), comparatively slow, gradual decrease of oil
production, high well stream watering and its steady increase are observed. The
fourth stage is called late or completing stage of development.




